Drilling & Completion Services

08.15  Registration & Morning Refreshments

09.20  Roundtable Session 1:

**Moderator:** Andrey Melnikov, Deputy Head of Well Reconstruction, Rosneft

**Gazpromneft NTC:** Well Design Optimization on the Tzarichanskoie Field
Anton Khomutov, Director of the Technological Development Program

**Repsol:** Complex Engineering Approach to the Drilling of the 1st ERD Well (3.03 Complexity Ratio) in the Central Part of Western Siberia, within the Vikulovo Formation at Karabashskiy License Area
Artur Abalain, Drilling Engineer & Erik Abalian, Drilling Engineer

**Baker Hughes:** Complex Solution for Drilling and Completion of the Achimov Formation
Nikita Bezvenyuk, Completion Technical Sales Manager, Ivan Litvintsev, Drilling Applications Engineer

10.45  Coffee Break

11.10  Roundtable Session 2:

**Rosneft:** Increasing Drilling Efficiency and Reducing Environmental Impact with Rosneft’s Drilltec B2 Drilling Fluid
Dmitry Krepostnov, Project Engineer, Technology and Engineering Division, Well Construction Department

**TatNIPIneft:** Updating of Technical Requirements and Laboratory Test Methods for Cement - An Urgent Need for Technical Progress in the Construction of Wells in the Russian Federation
Rustem Kateev, Head of Completion Laboratory, Ph.D.

**Gazpromneft NTC:** Automated Inflow Control Devices – Field Experience of First Field Trial in the Messoyakha Field
Philipp Brednev, Head of Drilling Technology Division

12.50  Lunch

14.15  Roundtable Session 3:

**Gazpromneft NTC:** Results of TAML-4 Well Construction in the Novoportovskoe Field
Phillip Brednev, Head of Drilling Technology Division

**TatNIPIneft:** TAML 6 Completions, Creating A Hermetic Sealing Solution for Multilateral Wells
Almaz Mukhametshin, Lead Research Scientist

**Lukoil NVN:** Well Completion Using Inflow Control Devices at the Filanovsky Oil Field
Georgy Chikhanov, Lead Drilling Engineer

15.40  Coffee Break

16.00  Roundtable Session 4:

**Digitalization**

**Alrep JV, Repsol Russia:** Digitalization in Oil&Gas Well Construction
Rustam Tadzhibaev, Drilling Manager

**Scientific and Technical Center ‘Automation, Measurements, Engineering’**
Maintaining Formation Pressure and Increasing Production of Heavy Oil using Digital Technology
Samoilov Vladimir Vasilievich, Director

**NNTC:** Integrated Technologies for Digital Drilling
Nikita Kayurov, Deputy Director General for Geology

17.25  Close of Conference, Cocktail Reception
Drilling Equipment & Operations

08.15  Registration & Morning Refreshments

09.20  Roundtable Session 1:

Moderator: Dean Sillerud, Head of Technical Development Group, Eurasia Drilling

Gazpromneft-Vostok: Optimizing Horizontal Drilling in Fractured Carbonate Reservoirs Using MPD
Sergey Korolev, Head of Drilling Engineering Department, Well Drilling Department

OMV Russia Upstream GmbH: Casing While Drilling
Michael Nigg, Drilling Manager
Jan Paul, Chief Scientist and Technology Manager

McCoy Global: The More Advanced Technologies, the More Applications
Alexander Astakhov, McCoy Global Representative for Russia and Former Soviet Union Countries

10.45  Coffee Break

11.10  Roundtable Session 2:

Moderator: Dean Sillerud, Head of Technical Development Groups, Eurasia Drilling

PNG Drilling Company: PNG Drilling Experience in Operation of New Generation Robotized Drilling Rigs in Russia
Zamir Abdullaev, General Director

Newtech Services: Drilling Tools Manufacturing in Russia: New Horizons
Dmitry Usoltsev, General Director, Hydrobur-service LLC

STEP Oiltools (Derrick): How Important is Solids Control Equipment for your Drilling?
Sergey Alentev, Head of Sales

Energomonitor: The Application of CAT internal Combustion Engines and Transmissions in Power Units for Mud Pumps and Winches in Russia
Igor Malyshhev, Deputy General Manager

12.50  Lunch

14.15  Roundtable Session 3:

Drill Pipe, Inspection & Hardbanding

Moderator: Alexey Sadovnikov, General Director, DP Master

Oleg Fomin: Drill Pipe Identification and Asset Management Using RFID Tags
Consultant, Oil & Gas Production Industry

Hardbanding Solutions: Duraband NC: Only a Quality Hardbanding Material Results in Significant Cost Savings While Protecting the Drill String
Colin Duff, Director

Bauman Moscow State Technical University: Improving Wear Resistance of Threads, Subs, Drill Pipes, Casing and ESP Systems by Electromechanical Treatment
Sergey Fedorov - Professor, Ph.D. Julia Ivanova - Associate Professor, Engineering Technology Department, Ph.D.

15.40  Coffee Break & Close of Session
08.15  Registration & Morning Refreshments

09.20  Roundtable Session 1:

Moderator: Martin Rylance, VP GWO Russia Global Sr. Advisor (Frac & Stim), BP Russia

NOVATEK: Multi-Stage Fracturing of High-Pressure Gas Formations
Yaroslav Korovaychuk, Head of Field Development Team

Rosneft: Acid-Proppant Fracturing Treatments: the Step Forward
Mikhail Samoilov, Head of Hydraulic Fracturing Sub-Department, “RN - Peer Review and Technical Development Center”, LLC

NOV Completion Tools: Optimized Well Completion Design
Mikhail Pustovalov, Senior Application Engineer

LLC Gazpromneft-SRC: COIL Tubing – Current Challenges. From Objectives To Equipment
Sergey Simakov, Well Intervention Manager

10.45  Coffee Break

11.10  Roundtable Session 2:

Moderator: Martin Rylance, VP GWO Russia Global Sr. Advisor (Frac & Stim), BP Russia

Well Integrity

RN-UfaNIPIneft: Geomechanical Modelling - A Tool For Risk Analysis During Drilling
Aliya Davletova, Chief Specialist

TGT: New TGT Through-Barrier Diagnostics - Helping Ensure Seal Integrity in Challenging Wells in Siberia
Alexander Zamkovoi, Business Manager, Russia & Caspian Region

Interwell: In Well Barrier Integrity Testing and Documentation
Arlid Stein, Global Product Line Manager Electronics

Gazprom Neft: Geomechanical Modeling Prediction for the Total Loss Zones
Oleg Kalinin, Functional Manager

12.50  Lunch & Close of Session
Supervising Services

08.15  Registration & Morning Refreshments

09.20  Roundtable Session 1:

The Current State of Supervising in the Russian Federation
Moderator: Alexey Schebetov, General Director, Ph.D., MBA R&D Center for Gas&Oil Tech

Research & Development Center for Gas & Oil: Current Trends in the Supervising Services Market in Russia
Alexey Schebetov, General Director, Ph.D., MBA

Tatneft: Creating Supervising Services for Managing Day Rate Well Construction
Igor V. Gusakov, Head of Supervising Department

Rosneft: Drilling Supervision Developments
Ruslan Yagofarov, Senior Manager, Supervision Support and Audit Department, Drilling Support Department

10.45  Coffee Break

11.10  Roundtable Session 2:

Innovations in Supervising
Moderator: Alexey Schebetov, General Director, Ph.D., MBA R&D Center for Gas&Oil Tech

Gazprom Neft: Increasing Efficiency at OAO Slavneft-Megionneftegaz by Using Internal Supervising Tools and External Supervisors
Aleksey N. Peshekhonov, General Director, Global Performance Improvement

Research & Development Center for Gas & Oil: Technologies for Creating and Implementing a Digital Supervision Set for Workover and Intervention
Artem Parkhomenko, Deputy Director-General

Russian State Oil & Gas University: Managing Geo Supervising - Innovative Technologies in Production, Education and Science
Valeriy V. Kulchitskiy, Professor, Ph.D.

12.50  Lunch

14.15  Roundtable Session 3:

International Supervising
Moderator: Alexey Schebetov, General Director, Ph.D., MBA R&D Center for Gas&Oil Tech

Shell Exploration & Production Services (RF): How Shell Wells Group is Leveraging its People Skills by Having a Unique Technical and HSSE Competency Program for its Front Line Barrier Managers (Supervisors)
Antoine D’Amore, Wells Manager

Kirill Y Bogachev, Indepedent Supervising Expert: Western Supervising System on the Russian Shelf

Drillbert Engineering: Successful Drilling Supervision
John Mitchell, Special Guest Speaker

15.40  Coffee Break

16.00  Roundtable Session 4:

Roundtable Discussion: Supervising Development Issues
Moderator: Olga Kleptsova, Facilitator, MBA R&D Center for Gas&Oil Tech

17.25  Close of Conference, Cocktail Reception